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Abstract

The real task of architecture begins once functional and behavioral needs
have been satisfied. It’s essence is to give poetic form to the pragmatic.
My work is only interested in the discovery, not the recovery of ideas;
the invention, not classification. In working this way the search is for
the essential and lasting principles in architecture, the origins of which
must lie in the psychological experience of a building which is physi-
cally realized in the mind through ones senses. Thus architecture's
manifestation begins as a set of intended experiences which begin to
write a narrative or fable for a building. In writing a fable rather than a
theoretical essay something basic has been found; fables remain
immutable long after theories have disappeared. The invention of these
writings is central to the work and not merely literary accessory, for it is
this narrative that gives a building its ritual ofexperience, and it is to the
support of these rituals that most of my work addresses itself. Thus the
poetic form begins in the composition of experiences; the narrative.
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•lntroductum

Vit ° ll ° al 11, 2.b. any practice done or regularly repeatedinaprecise manner so as to satisfy 0ne's sense
of fitness and often felt to have a symbolic or quasi-symbolic significance
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An architect is a composer of experiences. lt is this control The task is to design a place for God's Word, a holy place
of experiences which allows a building to have a certain which is known to be so through the experience of its archi-
inherent ritual and identity. The primary senses of sight, feel, tecture. The ritual of such a building is twofold for it is
smell, touch andsound are the tools with which the architect „T/mm is m ÜN maus G deep needfm, mmm for mu founded in a religious narratlive yet includes the same archi-
burlds. To experrence theseern thepreserrbed seouence, mag- emmm pmcessmm magmay gmmgmsj (md gesmm [ b€_ tectural tools which create ritual rn any other burldmg. The
n1tude,comb1nat1ons and hrearchres rs to experience a build- [mm, it {S ml Ümhempal Sem?/2 m home or dwellmg, for example, contains many rrtuals which
ing as a whole. The narrative of a ritual is created in the _ Emüm Ambasz can be strengthened or weakened by the architectural acts of
composition of architecturalacts.thedesigner. Regardless of the particular building use, ritu-

als are carried out by its inhabitants. The successful building
eaters to these rituals, and thereby makes them stronger.
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Axis

The importance ofaxis in Christian architecture is God is manifested and strengthened through worship life. The axis is a symbol ofthis journey which the altar in God's presence. Even when worshipping
founded in the many symbolic andpsychological which takes place here, in such a sacred environ- mortally ends at the altar where earth and heaven as a congregation, allprayers are directedforward
aspects of the church. The building itsehfhas been ment. The building therefore becomes a connection meet. The altarportrays the hope ofwhat is to come. to the altar Prayers ascend here while the Word of
understood as the sacred connection between man’s between earth and heaven, a passage or gute which This must be taken into account in its design. God descends. Architecturally the axis can be
mortal earth and the divine afterlife which can only occurs at the end ofone’s earthboundjourney. In Therefore, all the ritual and ceremony that takes controlled by many dijferent elements.
be reached through one’s faith in God. This faith in this same manner it is seen as a beginning ofa new place in a church is directed down this axis, toward

The Narrative

Once one has a strong narrative of the fable which is valid in a
poetic and symbolic sense, it is yours and it cannot be taken away.
Therefore much of the task is dedicated to the composition of
ideas. Once this is accomplished the building can begin to take
form. However, it is the concise ideas that one holds dear, not the
building, for the ideas can be carried out through an inlinite num-
ber of architectural acts. In a sense, finding the best architectural
tools to support the ideas is the struggle that is architecture.

First the narrative must be composed.

All photographs were taken on location by the
author during the study abroad program. Clock-
wise from the top image:

Roofless Cathedral, San Galgano, Italy
La Wllette, Paris, France
La Tourette, Eveux. France
Olympic Stadium, Berlin, Gemrany

The sketches are reproductions ofdiagrams origi-
nally created by Rudolf Schwarz.
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The Narrative

TTTTTlitlotrrerre.Erea.r.lrur1re lTnhuiltllTorl. Eitiiliulnihrii:

For Christianity architecture has become which can only be pursued through spiritual open- portant in view of these ideas, for where should The church resides in the rolling hills
an opening and passage; accompanying and ness. lt is faith that gives man the courage to en- such a gateway exist? ldeally God's holy dwell- found east of Blacksburg's downtown. lt is here
strengthening the progress of the way. Life is a dure this journey. ing begins at an outermost edge of the world. Re- that the faithful can truly find passage from man's
journey through our mortal world and the religious "It is only out of socred reality that so- alistically, how do we find such a place? Le earth to the heavens above. ln fact. the church
building represents the connection between man's cred building con grow llhntbegetssocred wor/rs Corbusier found such places for both Ronchamp sets forth a linear progression (physically, spiritu-
earthbound trek and the eternity of God's abode is not the life of the world but the life offoith - the and his monastery La Tourette. lt is on sites such ally and psychologically) from earth to heaven.
beyond. ln the natural sense ourworld ends within faith. liowerer; ofonr own time. " as these that the architecture has no context other The church is set into the hillside in such
itself, in the spiritual sense it is open. The church - RudolfSe/iworz than that of nature, the connection between nature a manner that the entrance actually penetrates
becomes the gate which houses the eternal gap The site of such a building becomes im and the heavens. through the earth on one side of the hill and fol-
lttloztrtrte. E2t:t.i.frurzre lisliiislillurl. E»uiliulnil=u«:



The Narrative

Hailriaa'sl”illa, Tir0li.Italy Notre-DamcilaHaut. Roachamp,France Hadriaalsllilla, Tit‘oli,ltaly

lows a linear path (the way of the soul) through to road meanders northward towards Brush Moun— proaches a somewhat dark entrance into the side earth to the universe. " - R. S.
the other side where the space explodes into a large tain approximately one mile. The area is rich with of the hill which succumbs to the rampant vegeta- He is relieved when after a short distance shafts of
space with the first view of the outside world. contour. At a point the road rides along a ridge tion. Here the body is abandoned and souls only light shower down from above at long intervals
Beyond this space the sanctuary rests perched with a sharp decline to the northeast and a much can enter. The portal gives one an uneasy feeling, and bright light gleams from the end of the tunnel.
above the landscape which gradually falls away more gradual decline to the west, though it is not only the committed may continue. lt is a commit- The light pulls him forward. Each set of shafts
towards the horizon. in full view due to trees and low vegetation. The ment made alone, only two people may enter at a have different characteristics of light, for the earth

The experience of attending church traveler descends into the deep ravine where he time. Through the doors the travelersensesatran— above becomes less and less as he approaches the
would begin with a short drive to the outskirts of leaves his car facing the ridge he just came across sition to the dark earth. end of his solemn passage. The weight of the earth
town onto a dead end road (Old Mill Road). The and facing into the hillside. The worshipper ap- "We may we/I compare the depths oft/ze is always experienced. The tunnel then explodes
Romaa Coliseam, Rome. Italy Basta Room, Pompei,l1al't‘ .\Äott‘e-DamerluHaat.Roaehamp.France



The Narrative

Briott t26tiscttiry. Brian, Ittily h2tIll't‘·IItllllt’tIltHtlill. Rotttlirttitp, Fitiitte Roti_i2i'eri(2ittltetIrtiI.Siittlittlettrto. Ititly

into a large space where light and the view from and outlet. The linear indications still exist and his ney he has been on the aisle. The sanctuary is lon— defining the horizon.
beyond are experienced. l—lere people have gath— commitment to the path ahead still exists. Again gitudinal which stresses the idea of passage with "...tIze raizisliiitgpoint is tlieiizjittitely dis-
ered for social exehanges, all having made the per- he makes this personal commitment to continue pews on either side. The space is covered with a tem! ttizioiz of all pttrallel ways, Izorizoiz flees in
sonal journey before. The space is surrounded by along the axis at which point he is in bright light trussed roofwhich overhangs the edge of the space jioizt oftis. "
a circular glass wall so that the people exist in a with full view of his relationship with the land. lt allowing one to realize his height above the land- - R. S.
ring. inviolable. without beginning orend. Afeel— is here that he no longer stands upon the land but scape but continuing to pull ones eyes forward to This valley lies in the sun as he gazes westerly,
ing of bond. cohesion and embrace fills the group moves above it as the contour falls away into the the backlit altar at the end of the aisle. The view chasing the sun. ln the morning hours the sun
as they focus their energies together before enter- valley ahead. Entering through atransparent door through the glass beyond the altar is of the out brings vibrant colors tothe landscape. The sacred
ing the sanctuary. lt is like a pond with both inlet into the sanctuary he finds that all along his jour- spread valley with a mountain in the background land unfolding before him finds its roots in the

lit Frttritte llotltrtttt. Itttly



The Narrative

earth as it looks to the light of the heavens above. "The altar is center and threshola': it be— ship. The light has drawn them to this destination,
The worshipper feels this ending of his earthbound longs to the realnz of earth in which we can walk for it alone gives all things existence. Here the
journey and the beginning of a new journey which and belongs to the realrn of light which we congregation is an organized body which beholds
lies beyond. The altar, of the earth represents the cannotenter (on three sides it faces the world, the the light as one; inviolable, and all having made
connection between the two worlds, where earth fourth heaven) thus it becomes the place where the previous passage. All eyes gather together to
meets heaven and time meets eternity, man can earth and heaven kiss. The true beginning of the the center and share the meaning. The openness
tread no further. Very little takes place between sacred way." - R. S. found at this end of the axis allows prayers to es-
priest and people, here almost everything is be- Here the people have gathered as a whole to wor cape and the eternal Word to descend. Physically
tween these two and God. the path has ended yet spiritually it has just begun.

l
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Plan

The beginning ofmuch design is the plan. Many but certainly be the plan. The reason lies in thefact that spacial organization in which hierarchies can exist. lui l'essence de la sensation." In much ofhis work
ofcourse not all, of the tools an architect has at his the plan not only shows interior spacial features It also shows spacial characteristics such as the the grid is utilized to enable a continuous rational
fingertips facilitate the structuring of the plan. It is between the lines, but also shows structure and heaviness ofcertain walls, where doors allowfor landscape by measuring out space and setting the
the root andfoundation ofmuch design. Ifsomeone gravity through the lines themselves. The trained eye circulation and openings allowfor light and air boundaries of the composition. The plan always tells
were allowed to study one drawing ofa building in can decipher much ofa buildings design through this Perhaps Le Corbusierput it best when he said much of the narrative.
order to understand it, that one drawing would most one drawing. As a design tool theplan allows for simply, "Le plan est le générateur. Le plan porte en

The Diagram

The narrative has been executed and the ideas are found valid.
The architect must now design the structure which will allow the
experiences to exist. The diagram is the tool which allows the
initial design to begin to blossom.

The diagram has at its root at least four geometrical
ground-plan forms; the square, the triangle, the circle and the
amorphous figure. Through the possibilities of many transforma-
tions that can occur to these figures a diagram can quicldy become
quite complex. Transformations include addition, penetration,
buclding, breaking, accentuation of the perspective and distortion.
The basic elements used in this thesis are the square, the circle
and the triangle and transformations of these forms.

Reconstructed plan of the Fomm
Romanum. from Antichita
Romane, by Piranesi.
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IQ_ lI|lIIl|I||llI||lII
Ilnitiallythe plan was studied in relation- encountered as part of the larger social gathering ing nonlinear, as a buckling and segmentation of

ship to the narrative and what opportunities these space, sometimes being added to or subtracted the linear. lt was when the contour of the site and
ground—forms allowed. The building is given a lon- from. The only curve is encountered as part of the its inherent possibilities were taken into account
gitudinal form to enhance the idea of the path with circle. The circle is symbolic of a space which that the linear and horizontal could be found more
its ultimate goal. ln these studies the square was gathers all its strength into one point; its center. valid. For on a site such as this, the worshipper
manipulated into the rectangle in which the axis The triangle is only realized in the elevation of the could maintain a linear path and elevation yet ex-
becomes more prominent. Axis was always es- roofand its trusses in the sanctuary. These are the perience the building below, upon and above
sential to the idea of the path. Through addition only vertical elements in the building which are ground. The symbolic journey from earth to the
the path encounters spaces on either side which not supporting the earth, it happens where man as- heavens.
immediately enlarges the space yet still allows for cends and the heavens descend.
the continuation of the axis beyond. The circle is The passage was also investigated as be-

11



The Diagram

ä :5r M 155‘ ‘ II III , II . , II_ ··d1•a•gram?
Z n. 2: agraphie design that explains rather than represents: adrawing that shows ==}§‘ 1 1 ‘a===_ _ _ _ IIII . . IIIIarrangement and relations (as of parts to a whole, relative values, orrgrns and EEu "EEdevelopment, chronological fluctuations, distribution)nl

IEIE I El
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Originally, the thought of the design focused on a experience ofsuch a place during my grade-school ofattending church. In fact, the classroom and the where groups offamilies learn at all levels, together
church. It was to be a little jewel in the hills outside years. The program then calledfor much more sanctuary have quite similarpurposes though the as a whole, the significant lessons of life through
of town. However it was found that to incorporate space, especially in supplying space for the sanctuary has its much more symbolic and religious religion. The scale then became quite largefor the
the function ofan elementary school into the classrooms, cafeteria and administrative offices. overtones. The classrooms are then thought ofas a amount ofdetail I wanted to give the church
building would give it a useful purpose all week The narrative did not change in the least, for many microcosm of the larger sanctuary a place for the experience. Thus, in the end, the focus of the work
long. This had a certain appealfor I had a personal of the rituals ofattending school coincide with those children to learn. While the sanctuary is the space resided in the church experience.

The ProjectI O
The diagram takes the design to a new level of understanding, one which
begins to formulate the characteristics of the spaces. The use of the grid
allows the diagram to have certain boundaries and a single spacial cube
as its essential design unit. The use of this unit as a building block
quickly brings the project to a level at which an important design ques-
tion has to be asked; should the three-dimensional grid be a literal char-
acteristic of the building or should it be the underlying design tool used
to understand the spaces? Either answer could be upheld, yet the latter
was chosen. The struggle then is the jump from the literal to the figura-
tive. The answer lies in changing the scale of the investigation; specifi-
cally, details and sketches of certain places in the building. This level of
the design relies heawily on the narrative and the distinct experiences
which the architect is trying to compose.

13
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ThePr0ject

the expanded use of the building purpose, must pass. lt is the intersection of two resent the connection between earth and heaven was considered, the study wasdirected toward this
was taken into account, the circle began to repre- major axes. lt was also to be the first space in as does the sanctuary. The sanctuary is to be the understanding of the spaces and their individual
sent not only a gathering pool for worshippers on which the visitor experienced direct outside light only space which exists above ground. The tray- relationships to the land. To this effect, the build-
Sundays, but also an intersection in the layout at with a view of his position in relation to the earth; eler experiences being below ground, on ground ing was studied as a series of platforms, a ruin of
which point the traveler had to make a choice. at this point he has exited the tunnel and realized and above ground without changing actual eleva— sorts, where no walls existed, just the platform of
Thus, the children follow the same path going to that he is now on earth whereas before he was be- tion. The highest point reached relative to the earth the floor spaces and the ground. This exereise
school as do the worshippers going to church until near/1 earth. The cylindrical space becomes the is the altar. The classroom exist on the ground and validated much of the hierarchical thoughts that
this point at which the student changes direction anchorforthe building and holds it on the hillside. step down the gradual contour toward the valley, the narrative had set forth.
to reach the intended classroom. Therefore, the The classrooms represented a space while at the same time embracing and holding se- The basic plan had been found, but the
circle has become the centerofcirculation through which philosophically shared some of the same eure the sanctuary between the two sets. elevations of the different spaces needed
which all people using the building. for whatever goals as the sanctuary. However. they do not rep Once the hierarchy of different spaces much investigation. The tool became the three-

15
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The Project
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project was now atacrossroads. The T/16Tznmel‘
• • „ ‘ ‘ . ‘ • «use 0t the three—d1mcns10nal gnd had succcrsstully In order tor the expcnence ot the hmldmg tobeA

‘ - A A A a .orgamzcdthc spaces ot the bmldmg hut ITWHS also reahzed OH a human scale, the parts otthc hu1ld—
A A A A AAAAAALheg1nn1ngt0caht6ralgr1d—l1k6nmageotthc 1ngw6r61nv6st1gat6d. The tunnel rcprescnted one yAA A A — A A A ~ ~ ~·’·„J¥;·,bunldmT0 carry out such a hteral desngn the otthc most SIQHIÜCHHT parts ot the hmldmg for 1t AAAA—_
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ThePr0ject

. .T/zeA1zter00m forest of columns. The walls have moved outward
• • ¤ u ¤ n
ÜUponexrtrng the tunnel, a grand space wrth much to graduallv rnvrte the traveler rnto the group space. __-

- - · Y - — - - ::2:: 2. .,.:.: .. 1 ‘ ”>éE·"’lrght rs encountered whrch allows people to gather Thrs space rs also a pornt of decrsron; whethertoasagroup.Thus the experience changes from one continue straight along the axis to the sanctuary or z#=x~}:._—
· - · - - - - ‘:"ä§;::i €;2

of a srngular commrtment to one rn whrch the to turn e1ther way to access the burldrng'sotherspower
of a gathering of individuals can be real- facilities. The space is the last experience that is”:"’-

· - · · · · —rzed. lt rs necessary that a transrtron occurs be- underground. Thrs rs drsplaved through the form
1rtweethese two envrronments. ln thrs space the of the columns carryrng weight and the propor-

· · · — — . . - . — · · · . .·cerlrrrses to the surface of the earth (now only trons of the cerlrng herght. Reversely, the space
·-twentvfeet above) and allows drrect sunlrght to separates the people rnto small two-partv groups\.}\.i . . “ . . . . ‘
’frlterrn through an axral opening supported by a upon exrtrng the burldrng through the tunnel.
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ThePr0ject

T/ze Erztrurzce front of the entranee is a paved area which allows
{Thesole experience of the entrance to the build- for worshippers or students to arrive and depart.1

QF‘—_Fmg.

and more specrtrcally the tunnel, rs to give a lt creates a horizontal facade which can only be
feeling that one is entering through a portal into penetrated through the doors in the center.
{Äthedepths of the earth. To achieve this the en- i
trance doors are somewhat unrnvrtmg so that one l;FF l*Ä'musmake the commrtment to enter. lt exrsts as
l‘‘

‘ I · ' 1 { „ {lv;
ithesurface of a grand and sweeprng retarnrng wall
lwhichholds the earth back yet seems to be chal- 2* ,»
lenged by the rampant earth and vegetation which
sit upon it and overhang the edgcs. Directly inIlll,.2

S- 22227
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.

T/ze Snrzctuniy enced beyond the earth. The roof slopes steeply to
Exiting the circular space where people can gather either side and rests on supports which exist be-
as a group. the individual can enter the sanctuary. yond the edge of the floor platform. Thus one can
A bridge is crossed leading to the transparent sanc- see the relationship to the land but visual attention
tuary doors. This bridge signifies the departure is still straight ahead.

Ultimately, theearthboundfrom
being on earth to being above it. All barriers journey ends at the altar which is raised slightlyj.. . . .are glass as one enters in the sanctuary. Once in- above the pews. Here the worshippers focus their l

side. the space explodes horrzontally reveahng an attention to the altar. where heaven and earth kiss.
orthogonal pew plan with the aisle continuing for- to worshipGod.___

ward. The roof is supported by a scissor truss sys-
ätemwhich celebrates the vertical release experi- l\

'\ gbl‘j
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